
The Adventure-Ready SUV.

A heritage of quality and reliability.  

Unrivaled off-road power with superior on-road performance.

Rugged elegance that is reliable.

Toyota Land Cruiser Prado HI-05
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This technology is invaluable when pulling away on 

steep slopes. It helps to prevent roll back by momentarily 

holding the car when you release the brake, giving you 

time to engage gear and pull away safely.

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)

Anti-skid Braking System (ABS) to help ensure that you 

have steering control while braking. Brake Assist (BA) to 

enhance emergency braking if necessary.

Active Safety Features

Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) Airbag. The SRS 

Airbag System is designed to supplement the seatbelt 

system and improve occupant protection in certain 

types of crashes.

7 SRS Airbags

The roomy 5-door Prado features a wide variety of 

seating configurations for 2 to 7 people (limit of 5 people 

in standard GX - 7 seat optional).

Ultimate Comfort & Space

Supports smooth reversing operations when parking at 

a 90-degree angle or parallel parking. Showing the rear 

view taken by a camera integrated into the rear of the 

vehicle on the display.

Back Monitor

Power operated third-row seats fold down flat and 

a sliding function on second-row seats allow for 

ease of stowing and reclining. Making it a easy to 

adjust the seating sections any time.

Power Operated Third-Row Seats

3 L, 4-Cylinder Common Rail Diesel

 

190 HP with variable nozzle charger

- 4WD functions

- 7 SRS airbags

- Audio with 9 speakers, aux and Bluetooth®

- Hands-free phone controls

- Smart entry & smart start

- USB ports

- Three  12 V auxiliary power outlet

-  Multi-Information color display with customizable settings

-  Hill-starting Assist Control (HAC)

-  Downhill Assist Control (DAC)

-  Active Traction Control (A-TRC)

-  Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)

- Vehicle Stable Control (VSC)

Land Cruiser Prado HI-05
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